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Thank you to all contributed to a successful year combatting invasive species. Special
thanks to Guy Middleton for his all help & effort, USF board members, Young Life for the
use of their gas docks, special thanks to the hard working crews we had this year and to
anyone directly or indirectly involved with keeping Upper Saranac Lake a healthy,
sustainable natural resource now and for future generations.

Introduction
2017 was the final year of a 3 season contract for Upper Saranac Lake and the tenth
consecutive year AIM has been hand-harvesting and monitoring aquatic invasive species. In
this report we will review data compiled throughout the year and open discussion for what
works, is working and possible changes or modifying plan development.

Methodology
The initial plan for 2017 involved a three member dive crew for 16 weeks starting June 6th
and carrying through the week of September 18th. Much like 2016, we agreed on a small
deviation from the plan which saw 14 consecutive weeks on Upper Saranac Lake followed
by the single crew working in Fish Creek Campground on the 15th week under the USL
contract. The final 16th week saw a single crew return to the main lake and retrieve buoys
Guy set the week before. This week also began the variable-leaf milfoil (VLM) harvesting
and control in Fish Creek Campground. AIM, working in collaboration with the USF,
NYSDEC and the Adirondack Watershed Institute at Paul Smith’s College, initiated a fourweek pilot program in 2016 to determine practicality and feasibility of a harvesting
program for Fish Creek Campground. The intent was to demonstrate the degree of the
infestation and the viability of management to support prospective funding. The project
proved successful and was extended to 7 weeks in 2017.
AIM harvesting principles largely remained the same using the existing plan that has
proven to be highly effective:
 Locate, survey and harvest EWM buoys dropped by Guy using GPS coordinates and
emailed maps
 Harvest all known locations that have exceptional growth characteristics using
reliable data from previous years
 Repeated re-harvests of these areas throughout the season
 Survey and harvest all other areas that are considered secondary but still pose a
threat
 Explore areas of the lake that may be harbor unexpected growth
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Since the detection of VLM in Upper Saranac Lake stemming from, what is assumed to be
the fragmentation, wind direction, water flow and boat traffic from variable-leaf milfoil
beds in Fish Creek Campgrounds, AIM crews have been instructed to stay vigilant and
document any and all sightings in the main lake. Our goal has been to impede the
dispersion of VLM, harvest any known areas documented in past years and monitor
surrounding areas for any new growth.
Since its implementation in 2015, Plant Tally Counts have been effective in documenting
week to week data and essential in following harvest trends. Fluctuations in year to year
totals and comparing them along with the areas that are affected help formulate plans for
each upcoming season. These have also been modified to document data on VLM levels and
areas of concern as well. Plant tally sheets are highly valuable in showing areas of growth
and comparing them to years past. Along with actual plant numbers, EWM weight was
translated by using a full bag weight of 25lbs. Bags were approximated fractionally if not
full (i.e. ½ bag = 12.5lbs, ¼ bag = 6.25lbs etc.).
Over the past 10 years, AIM and Upper Saranac Lake have evolved one of the most
comprehensive data sets in order to efficiently predict, monitor, harvest and record data of
EWM levels lake wide. It is important to note that EWM harvesting is an unpredictable
science and can only be supported by extensive data acquired through years of collection
and referencing this data for future harvests.
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Upper Saranac Lake Plant Totals
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Back Bay
Saranac Inn Point - Marlboro Club
College Row
Tommy's Rock - Dry Island
North Basin - North Markham Point
Goose Island - Rockpile
Green Island - Rockpile
Green Bay - Moss Rock Point
South Markham Point - Square Bay
Square Bay Divot - Point North of Buck Island
Little Square Bay
Buck Island
Buck Island Bay
Whitney Point - Bottleneck Bay - Butternut Point
Saginaw Bay
Fish Creek Bay
Fish Creek Channel
Fish Creek Pond - Spider Creek
Pork Bay
Narrows West
Narrows East
Birch Point - Gull Point
Gilpin Bay
Eagle Island - Rockpile
North Gull Bay
Pelky Bay
Gull Bay Connector
Bungalow Bay
South Gull Bay
Deer Island
Doctors Island area
Birch Island area
Bull Point to Sekon Point
Bartlett Carry Bay
Sekon Point to South of Wenona
Chapel Island
East South Basin to Bartlett Carry Bay entrance
Corey's Island
South Basin

2015 EWM 2016 EWM 2017 EWM 2015 VLM 2016 VLM 2017 VLM
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
44
305
0
0
0
1009
30
57
20
0
0
0
1
14
9
0
0
0
0
9
5
0
0
0
31
212
422
0
0
0
78
82
91
0
1
0
1,327
1,427
1690
0
0
0
478
442
913
0
9
1
25
252
167
0
0
2
21
175
266
0
0
7
104
617
504
0
0
0
72
176
35
63
19
36
34
2
0
553
112
163
291
152
122
1861
523
217*
437
172
162
0
0
0
2
31
14
0
0
0
0
30
11
0
0
0
4
25
117
0
0
0
253
160
146
0
0
0
88
74
39
0
0
0
40
27
68
0
0
0
88
26
6
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
59
17
40
0
0
0
256
406
116
0
0
0
123
107
72
0
0
0
132
74
130
0
0
0
57
27
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
23
13
41
0
0
0
388
276
179
0
0
0
0
94
3
0
0
0
130
82
58
0
0
0
28
29
3
0
0
0
421
559
314
0
0
0

EWM Plant total

Total number of plants
Total bags
Total weight (1 bag = 25lbs)

2015
5,074
12.3
307.50

2016
6,278
12.75
318.75

VLM Plant Total

2017
6,776
13.23
330.75

2015
2477
9.23
205.8

2016
664
2.25
56.25

2017*
426
1.34
33.5

* 1.5 bags (37.5 lbs) harvested on 7/13/17 not included in total

The table above represents a three year snap shot of individual EWM plant totals pertaining to each
location along with all VLM plant totals since the start of documentation of this data set in 2015.
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There are currently 39 locations, or “sites”, on the plant tally sheet. Of the 39 sites, we witnessed a
reduction of total Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) individual plants harvested in 17 of them. That is a
reduction in approximately 44% from 2015 to 2016.
There was in increase in total plants in 20 of the 39 sites, or approximately 51% and only 2 sites
saw no change.
From 2016 to 2017, there was a EWM reduction in 24 of the 39 sites, or a decrease in plant totals in
approximately 62% of sites. Of these 24 sites, 14 were first year reductions meaning EWM plant
totals were either equal to or above total plants in the previous year. The remaining 10 sites that
saw a reduction have been trending down since 2015. There were 4 sites that saw no change.
One observation of note is there were a total of 5 sites that were free of EWM that previously
contained plants and 7 total sites that remain free of EWM.
On the other side of the table variable-leaf milfoil (VLM) numbers and weights have been recorded.
Since records of VLM in Upper Saranac Lake started in 2015, we have watched a steady decline in
total plant numbers and weights. On the other hand, we notice a steady increase in new locations
VLM has been spotted. In 2015, we recorded VLM in 3 areas primarily near Fish Creek Bay, channel
and Fish Creek Ponds where we figure the VLM is originating. In 2016, we recorded VLM in the 3
original sites and 2 new sites previously free of VLM (site 10 Square Bay Divot – Point N. of Buck
and site 12 Buck Island). Given that these new areas are located east and slightly north of Fish
Creek Bay we could assume that prevailing winds and water flow from Fish Creek Bay may have
played a role in dispersion of VLM and deposited them in these new areas.
Not counting the new sites in 2016, there has been a reduction in total VLM plant numbers from
2015 to 2016 in 100% of the original 3 sites. This includes a 70% decrease in Fish Creek Bay (site
16), 80% decrease in the channel connecting Fish Creek Bay and Fish Creek Ponds (site 17) and a
72% decrease in Fish Creek Ponds (site 18).
In 2017, there was a reduction in total VLM plant numbers in 3 of the 5 sites documented in 2016
and an increase in 2 of the 5 sites. There was a 100% reduction, albeit only 1 plant was found 2016,
in the Square Bay Divot-Point N. of Buck (site 10), 89% decrease, 9 plants in 2016 to 1 in 2017, at
Buck Island (site 12) and 59% decrease at Fish Creek Pond-Spider Creek (site 18).
Of the five sites recorded in 2016 two of them reported an increase in VLM. Fish Creek Bay (site 16)
witnessed an 89% increase in total VLM harvested, 19 plants up to 36, and Fish Creek Channel (site
17) saw a 46% increase, 163 up from 112, in total plants harvested.
VLM was recorded at two new sites in 2017 at Buck Island Bay (site 13) and Whitney Pt.-Bottleneck
Bay-Butternut Pt. (site 14). Buck Island Bay, which had been previously free of VLM, crews found 2
plants and Whitney/Bottleneck/Butternut, also previously VLM free, crews discovered 7 plants.
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This table represents individual plant counts for each site. It is with little surprise Little Square Bay
has “out-performed” all other sites seeing that it does year after year. Most of all the other sites are
on par, more or less, in terms of their productivity.
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The line graph above represents plant totals for the past 3 years. Most noticeable of all the data is the sharp
increase in plants found in the North Basin. More time attributed to harvesting in 2017 may be the main
reason for this rise.
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The above map represents all harvesting efforts areas monitored and managed. Red dots and
clusters represent harvested plants and affected areas. The more plants harvested constitutes a
greater concentration of dots.
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The North Basin-Markham Point (5) area was of interest in 2017 because we have seen instances of
scattered plants in the past and it is such a large area for growth. These past years we were seeing
more and more scattered plants along with small patches consisting of mature multi-stem plants
which made us consider spending more time here. Our goal was to reduce the beginning stages of
possible exponential growth before EWM really had the chance to take off. The increase in time
paid off by crews harvesting the most amount of EWM in over 3 years.
In the early stages of management (c. 2004-2007) crews would head out before dawn to “balloon
harvest” in the North Basin starting from just west of the Marlborough Camp moving east around
the full perimeter of the bay to Markham Point. At times there would be 3-4 boats assembled in a
line with each boat off to the side of the next. Much like our line swim technique, we would idle
forward from shore to past the known littoral zone. Each boat would have spotters to throw buoys
at EWM plants as they passed, much like Guy Middleton will throw his buoys at EWM identified
from the surface. Crews would then retrieve the buoys after this area was covered and collect each
EWM plant.
We find this practice still effective in this here and yearly maps that have been generated show how
EWM is dispersed throughout the bay, where problem areas exist and how EWM migrates
throughout this large, fertile bay.
Goose Island Rock pile (6) is more of a whole island site and all EWM is found within the fertile,
highly defined shallow area surrounding the island.
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There is little growth that has been witnessed throughout the years and mostly returns in roughly
the same spots.
Plants seem to group deep in Green Bay. This bay is relatively deep with steep drop-offs yet is
fertile enough to harbor some EWM plant life.
The western tip of Green Island (7) usually sees a couple plants take root near the shallow water
pin buoy. The small southern cove has also recorded a very small number of plants over the years.
Moss Rock Point (8) is hit or miss from year to year. A small shallow area marked by pin buoys and
a large hazard buoy is about the only area near that holds a small amount of natives but this is still a
spot that EWM can take hold.
A new area described as a rock outcrop about 7-8 feet below the surface located between Green
Island and Markham Point. There is no plant life here and is practically invisible from the surface
but should be periodically monitored as we have seen EWM take root in various substrates.
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South Markham Point-Square Bay (9) has historically held handfuls of plants in roughly the same
areas year after year.
Starting from the shallow sandy beach on the north shore we follow the littoral, which is not very
large but highly productive, to the campsite on the adjacent point. Small clusters of EWM have been
harvested over the years and there will usually be at least one plant found in each visit.
Square Bay itself is characterized by clusters of EWM and gaps where either fertility is low or native
species are dominant. When plants are located they are usually in relatively the same areas pin
pointing where crews should focus. Calm days and early mornings are perfect for spotting plants
that have ventured outside of known hot spots.
Moving in a southerly direction on the east shore we hit another small shallow area that is not
marked by pin buoys but is far enough off shore to run a prop through the soft mud. Caution should
always be taken when heading out of the bay heading south. This small area has held a handful of
plants each year.
The Square Bay Divot-Point N. of Buck Island (10) is relatively unassuming and normal for Upper
Saranac Lake, however, it was the first site where variable-leaf milfoil (VLM) was discovered in the
main lake back in 2016. Prior to that there were no known instances of VLM in Upper Saranac Lake.
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Since we know this might very well be the area of establishment of VLM in USL we must maintain
vigilance here to prevent exponential spread of this new invasive.

Little Square Bay (11) is undoubtedly the highest producer of EWM of any other site in the lake.
Resembling a delta, this is extremely fertile which is most noticeable in mid-late summer. The
“Tongue”, as it is commonly known, protrudes in a west to east direction and extends to nearly the
exact line between Moss Rock Point and Butternut Point and is roughly 100 yards at its widest. This
is a moderately scattered site with heavier concentrations of EWM at the southern curvature of the
littoral zone heading in to shore.
Several areas consisting of natives, commonly known as ferns and bassweed, are able to thwart
EWM migration due to being nearly monocultures of that specie. Other areas, most notably near the
center of the “Tongue”, consist of less favorable substrates of sand and little silt that are not
conducive for EWM to proliferate.
Little Square Bay is considered to be, for lack of a better term, a “milfoil factory” and will produce
large multi-stem plants that have the ability to easily fragment and spread to other areas of the lake.
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High priority and constant vigilance must be given here and multiple harvests are recommended
throughout each season to keep EWM levels at bay.
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Buck Island (12) and channel to the east routinely produce scattered EWM. The relatively shallow
and fertile channel is important for the fact that any EWM plant mature enough to fragment runs
the risk of wave action and prop disturbance from the boat traffic that frequents the area. The
channel covers a large area which poses a slight problem for crews to cover quickly, however, it is
another area that can cause EWM spread not particularly from heavy growth or natural
fragmentation but from human disturbance.
EWM primarily finds hold on the north side of the island where the littoral is wide. This is also
where VLM has been identified and harvested. The south side produces small clusters of EWM
where rocky areas gives way to a more fertile substrate. We also find scattered plants hugging tight
on the east shore between the island and the shallow, rocky outcrop.
Buck Island Bay (13) is marked by pin buoys and is a shallow, organic debris-laden bay with a rock
outcrop near the center. This area holds scattered plants among the native species that grow mainly
on the north and south sides near the mouth and a few plants find root near the back of the bay. The
bay has also just recently held VLM. The discovery of VLM in 2017 suggests there may be a
correlation between this location and prevailing winds from west to east. Since Buck Island lies east
of Fish Creek Bay it is possible that VLM fragments leaving the bay from Fish Creek Campground
beds may deposit here or points slightly north.
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The Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point (14) section of the lake is a mixture of steep
rocky slope and thin bands of soft silt and muddy littoral. Heading south on the west shore around
Butternut Point we encounter mostly rock and boulder strewn drop-offs until we reach a few
narrow bands of native bassweed and other potamogeton species. A small grouping of EWM tends
to grow just outside of the bay north of Bottleneck Bay. It is small and relatively easy to manage but
EWM does seem to mature rather quickly here.
The Bay North of Bottleneck is unique in its layout. There is a shallow connector, roughly 8’-10’ of
water, between the two points. This seems to hold the most growth of native and EWM. The rest of
the bay consists of mostly mud and muck but does produce a few plants near the northern point
then tapers off to only singular plants near the back of the bay.
Bottleneck Bay has really been free of any EWM with very few plants being harvested over many
years.
Harvesting methods here should focus mainly on the connector and divot just north of the bay. This
is where most of the growth is occurring and should be managed first, then the remainder of this
area can be surveyed and managed for any new growth or checked for expansion of known EWM
sites.
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Over the years we have witnessed an increase in EWM growth and numbers in Saginaw Bay (15).
Most growth occurs near the mouth at the southern shore where narrow yet fertile areas of littoral
in along “divots” of shoreline. From 2015 to2016 there was a spike in growth that saw roughly 6
times the number of plants harvested here from 104 to 617 individual plants. From 2016-2017 that
number leveled off and lessened a bit from 617 to 504 individuals.
In years past we considered Saginaw to be one of the lesser known growth areas and did not focus a
lot of time due to the harvest numbers. The focus now should shift more time to cover this large bay
in order to minimize EWM spread. One positive about the structure of Saginaw Bay is that, although
it covers a large area, the actual littoral zone is relatively small and can be covered in a day or less
depending on the amount of EWM being harvested.
Strong attention should be given to the area east of “Barge Bay” on the north shore where scattered
EWM takes a foothold and especially along the southern shore near the mouth. It may be wise to
focus a few more days during the next harvest season on Saginaw to make sure the spike that was
witnessed from 2015-2016 is reduced back to a managed level.
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Fish Creek Bay (16) and Fish Creek Channel (17) are critical areas not only in terms of EWM
production but also for the introduction of VLM into the main lake. Although there isn’t significant
EWM growth in Fish Creek Bay itself it serves as a secondary point source of where other invasives
may be introduced (i.e. variable-leaf milfoil) into Upper Saranac Lake.
Much of the bay consists of narrow littoral zones with only few areas that have held EWM. For good
reason, the mouth of the channel being shallow and fertile creates a decent environment for growth
along with the areas near Whitney Point and isolated spots at Donnelly’s Campground.
The large, scarcely managed (until recently) beds of EWM and VLM in Fish Creek Ponds coupled
with the influx of public use in the summer creates somewhat of a conveyer belt effect of invasive
migration and transport. Add in the prevailing winds and this only increases the chances of
anything deposited in Fish Creek Ponds can and will find its way into the main lake. Luckily, the
stewardship program at each state run launch have been tremendously successful at mitigating
invasive introduction although this does not guarantee a 100% success rate.
Constant monitoring of Fish Creek Bay and its surrounding areas will ensure that anything that may
find its way in Upper Saranac Lake may be identified in time before further spread.
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Fish Creek Pond-Spider Creek (18), as mentioned above, acts as a both a containment vessel and
microcosm for and of Upper Saranac Lake. A containment vessel in the sense that much of what
exists in the Campground and Pond areas will deposit here stopping short of fully migrating toward
the main lake. The more these invasives are pushed away from the channel the less likely they are
going infest USL and better it will be to manage growth in these high traffic zones. This area could
also be looked at as a microcosm of USL in that this is what the main lake might look like if left
untreated or lightly managed.
It is intended that the work in the Fish Creek Ponds-Spider Creek sites mitigate further spread of
any invasives into USL and serve as a primary warning system should other non-native species be
introduced here. The more the beds of EWM and VLM are knocked down and kept at more
manageable levels the better the chance of reduced migration throughout this system.
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Since starting hand-harvesting efforts in 2008, Pork Bay (19) routinely produced moderate
amounts of EWM. Its contours were unique as well with a wide littoral on the east shore near the
mouth and a thin area for growth on the west shore. Much of the EWM growth occurs along a band
of native common bassweed on a north to south heading and along the west shore in the shallows.
During late summer many EWM plants will begin to pop up in the lily pads near the far back of the
bay and by shedding bulky dive gear and snorkeling makes harvesting these plants easy and less
time consuming.
Heavy focus of this area in previous years have reduced EWM numbers by more than half since
2015 and continue in a downward trend.
However, we should not lose sight that this once was a moderate-high density location that, without
a constant presence, could soon return to that previous harvest years.
For the Narrows West (20) and East (21) little has changed. Both sites are relatively easy to manage
with the East being slightly wider in spots, especially near the large hazard buoy on the southern
end. Very few plants take root in these areas and management is quick taking about a day or less to
cover both stretches.
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Exiting the Narrows East (21) we encounter the Birch Point-Gull Point site (22). This are requires a
moderate swim with few areas of multiple passes required to cover this location effectively.
Scattered EWM plants are found along the narrow littoral and growth here is not very explosive like
other parts of the lake. As with all other areas we find EWM we must maintain a presence and
survey for any noticeable changes in patterns and amounts being pulled. Site 22 is relatively easy to
manage and is good to hit when working in a specific direction north or south or when there is time
between hitting heavier density areas.
Most of the growth is seen near the southernmost area of the site just before making the turn into
what is commonly known as Northern Gull Bay.
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Gilpin Bay (23), with its relatively steep drop-offs and narrow littoral through most of the bay, sees
nearly all of its growth in the back where the contour becomes shallow and extremely fertile. EWM
growth occurs throughout the season and plants can be found on nearly every harvest.
Starting from the sandy shallows at the southern side of the bay, the littoral stretches fully across in
a well-defined delineation culminating in a tight to shore littoral on the northern side. EWM
scatters throughout this area in moderately scattered pattern and a main bunching toward the
north. One positive of this area is that it is well defined and not very big but does require
considerable attention for the growth can repopulate rather quickly.
The small rock shoals in Gilpin have also produced a small amount of plants in and around the
rocks. This may be attributed to the fragmentation in the back of the bay migrating to these areas.
Another area that has produced EWM in years past is the island adjacent to the Young Life gas
docks. Pockets of mature EWM can sometimes be found on the west side of the island as well as the
shallow channel between the island and the point at Young Life.
Heavy boat traffic from the camp may produce wave action enabling EWM deep in the bay to
fragment but it seems that waves will dissipate well before they attribute to this.
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Eagle Island (24) encompasses a large area yet harbors small pockets of EWM in relatively specific
spots.
Traveling south along the east shoreline to the southern point we find little to no EWM growth due
to the debris-laden littoral and steep drop-off just a few feet offshore. It may be safe to say that
prevailing winds and fragmentation from EWM in Gilpin Bay depositing only on the west side of the
island also keep the east shore clear.
Still working in a clockwise direction we reach the former site of the Girl’s Camp beach. Here we
find heavy native populations in late summer and sporadic EWM intermingled.
Moving to the west shore it widens out between the two small islands to the north and south. Here,
mostly along the shore, we find lightly scattered EWM. The point at the north end of the island is
where harvesting should begin as there is usually always a few plants that pop up each year and
throughout the season.
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For someone new to this area, understanding the bottom contours is extremely important. There
are unmarked submerged rocks just under the surface that pose boating hazards. Care should be
taken when entering this bay. It is easier to anchor just outside and work in towards the rear.
North Gull Bay (25) is relatively shallow and most of the growth occurs near the mouth and center.
Spotters in kayaks can also do a great job of marking plants as crews work into the bay and boat
traffic is near zero giving them a greater sense of safety and allowing them to focus on other aspects
of harvesting. This can also speed up the process in that crews do not need to cover the whole bay
especially since top-water personnel can see plants from the surface.
The divot to the south has occasionally held handfuls of plants but never really became problematic.
However, it is wise to survey and harvest this area as well to prevent problems in the future.
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Pelky Bay (26) is a large, expansive bay with heavy traffic from Young Life ski and parasail boats.
Wave action here can be considerable at times and working here requires extreme attention to all
the activity surrounding a crew. In the past, we would start swimming from the Young Life boat
docks very early in the morning before activities begun in order to exit the area quickly since there
is very little growth there.
As crews worked south, we would encounter small bands of native species roughly 50 yards off the
rock point south of Young Life beach. Few plants can be harvested there which is nothing out of the
ordinary in any suitable growing area. Traveling north to south in just about a straight line along
the drop-off we find very scattered EWM. This bay is not too fertile and contains a stretch lake
bottom that consists of semi-solid deposits void of any plant life stretching from the rock point
south to the access point on Route 30. Small stands of native plants hold handfuls of EWM along the
southern shore.
Although this bay is large in size it holds very little EWM making it relatively easy to manage.
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Travelling south from Pelky Bay we enter Bungalow Bay (28). This is another large area but
harbors very little plant life. Characterized by mostly sandy areas dotted by isolated native stands,
we can look to previous year’s maps and find the same pattern.
There is a band of mostly bassweed at the northernmost point of the bay where there is pin buoy
and exposed boulder. EWM grows specifically near the drop-off along this band but abruptly stops
on both sides and extends roughly 50 yards north to south.
Scattered EWM pops up where we find native bassweed and it is easy to find harvest locations by
simply finding these tall natives.
By following the bottom contour we actually swim along a connector with Deer Island (30) where
scattered plants have been observed. The west side of the island is characterized by a distinct point
marked by pin buoys.
Deer Island EWM is found along the north shore extending to the easternmost point near the large
hazard buoy. Narrow growing areas are easily determined by working from shore to drop-off or
vice versa. The south side of the island is relatively free of any EWM and a quick surface spot along
its edge will normally prove sufficient.
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Jumping to the east side of the lake we reach South Gull Bay (29). Another large, fertile bay
delineated by a rock out crop near the mouth marked by pin buoys. This bay, like its cousin to the
north, can be dangerous navigating without prior knowledge of submerged rocks and other
obstructions. Caution must be observed when travelling in and out.
North and South Gull are actually considered one bay but, for ease of pinpointing locations, we
separate them.
South Gull has a large growing area and EWM can be found throughout the whole bay. This site
usually takes crews one full day to properly cover and produces many scattered plants. Growing
areas tend to be the southern 2/3rds of the entire bay along with the middle portion of the back of
the bay where it becomes very shallow for anything but kayaks or canoes.
One of the better aspects of South Gull, much like North Gull, is the fact that this bay sees very little
boat travel making work here less stressful and lets the top-water personnel focus on spotting
rather than constantly vigilant towards other boaters.
EWM numbers stay rather consistent and it is wise to incorporate at least two harvests each season
in order to keep these levels manageable.
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Doctors Island and surrounding area (31) is of large size and by knowing where most of the growth
is contained makes navigating this area easier. There are many underwater obstacles, mostly large
rocks that one must keep a sharp eye for.
Over the years, we have witnessed scattered EWM growth throughout but most has been
centralized near the small cove east of Doctors Island. Crews managed to swim the whole area and
found few scattered EWM in this area, however, most of 2017’s growth was located just to the NE of
the island in two clustered pockets. Much of the rest of the area was void of EWM.
Although not as dramatic of a producer as some other regions of the lake it still warrants attention
when working along the east shore and since it is rather large it should be harvested thoroughly
using well maintained line swims when possible.
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The Birch Island (32) area resembles that of Doctors Island in that it is rock and boulder strewn and
must be navigated carefully. Birch Island is also a complex site with multiple islands, rock outcrops
and pockets of native species in muddy substrate.
Birch Island is not a huge producer of EWM rather it is relatively isolated which may be beneficial
in keeping it EWM free for the most part. Some plants do find their way in and take hold but crews
can work quickly since the littoral stays close to shore. Surface spotting this area is also beneficial
since we know most of the growing areas and can pinpoint them.
Only a handful of EWM plants are found here each season but in the management world this may
become the next problem area if efforts become relaxed. Luckily, with both surface spotting and
dive time EWM levels have remained close to non-existent and will remain that way as long as these
are in place.
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Of all the known EWM sites on Upper Saranac Lake, Bartlett Carry Bay (34) probably receives the
least attention.
Bartlett Carry Bay is nearly all extremely steep littoral with loads of downed trees and debris that
has fallen into the lake from shore. There is a slight current that becomes more noticeable at the
dam since it is an outlet from the lake. In years past, crews would shed the hookah and use tanks
instead for safety sake. It was very easy to snag hoses and loose gear on the trees and branches that
litter this area.
Combining the steep drop-offs, slight current and insufficient substrate in most of the bay this
equates to a very non-productive site. Very few EWM plants will become entangled in some debris
and manage to take hold and some even find footing near the dam by the deep hole in front of it.
There are some natives that grow in isolated pockets surrounding this depression and few EWM
plants have been taken from there.
EWM growth can also be found in the cove just to the north when entering the bay and in the arm
extending north along the east side of it.
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Sekon Point to S. of Wenona (35) is a small yet highly productive cove dominated by bassweed near
the littoral drop-off, lilies and eelgrass along shore near the north end of this site. EWM has been
harvested from the bassweed along the drop-off but in recent years most of the growth has been
found in the middle section of the site with EWM tailing off as we travel south.
There has always been moderate growth here and constant attention has reduced the plant count
significantly by over 50% since 2015. Shallow water and small area is perfect for quick surface
spotting and during peak summer crews can cover this site thoroughly in short time.
Multiple harvests during each season are imperative since regrowth occurs rather rapidly.
Corey’s Island (38) stays mostly void of EWM, however, we can usually find singular plants pop up
on the southern tip of the island near the dock in a small pocket of natives. These plants may be
byproducts of fragmentation from site 35 due west. In years past, we also found EWM spring up on
the north side of the island around the tiny extension that juts out from the main island. A quick
swim around the island usually makes short work of the few plants here.
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Chapel Island (36) is a much smaller island in comparison to Corey’s Island and also produces very
few EWM plants. Most of the time these plants can be located near the NE portion here and, as with
Corey’s, can be cleared very quickly and will usually stay clear for the rest of the summer.
Crews can clear most of the south end islands starting near Doctors Island and working south in a
day which makes working them easy and a good reference as to how fast EWM can regrow and how
aggressive knowing how long it’s been between harvests.
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The East South Basin to Bartlett Carry Entrance (37) is not as large as it may seem. All growing
areas are delineated by shallow water markers and pin buoys. By following native plant growth we
can find EWM hiding in the native pockets that inhabit close to shore. The majority of EWM clusters
near the northeastern edge and small southern cove. Scattered EWM can be found between these
two areas albeit not as heavy.
By anchoring in the sheltered cove on the southern end, especially on windy days, this area can be
quickly covered and cleared within a few hours since much of the shallow areas are boulder laden
and are of a rocky substrate.
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Working south out of the East South Basin site we reach the South Basin (39). EWM can be found
along a wide expanse but by knowing the contours and substrate type crews can eliminate certain
areas void of growth.
The narrow littoral along the east shore just outside site 37 holds few plants that are easily cleared
in one pass. From there, by following certain drop-off contours, we find scattered EWM well out
from shore. Much of the substrate in between is made up of mostly sand/silt. By traveling west we
can follow bands of native species that hold EWM in randomly scattered patterns.
As natives thin out so does EWM and at a certain point near the sharp point along shore the littoral
dips back in towards shore and continues to narrow until it culminates at the western side of the
basin. EWM plants become widely scattered in much of this area and completely dies off at the
western terminus.
Since the South Basin is large and EWM is scattered over a sizable area a combination of surface
spotting, when conditions are favorable, and line swims are extremely important in managing EWM
here.
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Variable-Leaf Milfoil on Upper Saranac Lake
Until 2014, variable-leaf milfoil (VLM) was not previously detected in Upper Saranac Lake. AIM
crews were well aware of possible migration from Fish Creek Ponds and adjacent campgrounds and
have maintained diligence whenever harvesting operations were in effect.
Despite the best efforts and awareness, VLM became established in Upper Saranac Lake (USL) first
showing up near the mouth of the channel in Fish Creek Bay. VLM had previously been identified
and harvested within the channel, however, 2014 was the first year we discovered it outside the
channel limits.
Now that VLM was in the main lake crews became more vigilant especially in nearby areas in and
around the channel and inside Fish Creek Bay. As the 2014 season came to a close we were
confident all noticeable VLM was harvested in Fish Creek Bay and was not present in any other part
of the lake.
Fast forward to 2015 and the season began in Fish Creek Ponds in order to thwart an increase in
VLM movement toward the channel and ultimately into USL. This preventative measure may have
been a benefit in keeping VLM levels less than if no early effort was implemented, however, AIM
crews were still able to harvest 63 individual plants. All 63 were found exclusively in Fish Creek
Bay and none were found outside.
From 2015 to 2016, VLM numbers were dramatically reduced in all 3 areas: Fish Creek PondsSpider Creek (1,861 to 523), The Channel (553 to 112) and Fish Creek Bay (63 to 19) due mostly in
part to early and multiple harvests. However, this is the first year we found VLM outside these areas
in two completely new ones: Square Bay Divot-Point N. of Buck (1 plant) and Buck Island (9 plants).
These findings created a heightened sense that VLM has now affected the main lake in new areas
and may spread further.
In 2017, AIM crews were again focused on an early harvest along the Fish Creek Corridor and
season totals for Fish Creek Bay and The Channel saw increases in individual plants. Fish Creek Bay
jumped from 19 plants to 36 and The Channel rose from 112 to 163. Fish Creek Pond-Spider Creek
actually saw a reduction in plant numbers from 523 to 217 (1.5 bags were harvested in a
demonstration for Invasive Species Week but not recorded). Surveys of the two new sites produced
zero plants in Square Bay Divot-Point N. of Buck and only a single plant at Buck Island, however,
two new sites were found to hold VLM – Buck Island Bay (2 plants) and Whitney Point (7 plants).
Even though these were two brand new sites for VLM they remained in the general vicinity of all
other known locations.
By looking at the maps of VLM locations we can come to a few solid conclusions based on this data:





Fish Creek Ponds is the obvious origin of VLM on Upper Saranac Lake
VLM harvest data shows that plants have been found in an ENE direction from point of
origin
Prevailing winds are west to east in a slight northerly direction
Fish Creek Ponds flow directly into Upper Saranac Lake via The Channel
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Our assumptions are:





Prevailing winds aid in fragment migration
Natural flow of water out of Fish Creek Bay pushes fragments out into the main lake
Heavy boat traffic may aid in fragmentation near the shallow channel in fragment migration
Dispersed fragments are most likely to deposit along Fish Creek Bay littoral zones or points
east anywhere from the west or north shore of Buck Island, Buck Island Bay and north to
Square Bay

Recommendations:








Continue early season surveys and harvests of all known VLM affected areas starting in Fish
Creek Pond-Spider Creek
Survey and harvest The Channel
Survey and harvest Fish Creek Bay to Donnelly’s and Whitney Point
Begin surveying and harvesting VLM in the main lake at the south shore of Buck Island and
work north focusing on the west side of the island and east shore of the lake
Check the west shore of Buck Island to points north including Buck Island north littoral
Survey and harvest Buck Island Bay to Square Bay Divot
Survey Square Bay for both EWM and VLM that may have found its way in to the bay

The discovery of VLM is now the second known invasive species present in USL. By revisiting the
harvesting data and understanding the factors that aid in VLM dispersal we may be able to
anticipate areas and harvest them before VLM establishes large colonies. Variable-leaf milfoil is a
less aggressive species than its cousin, Eurasian watermilfoil, but still has potential to become a
threat to the health and well-being of any waterbody. Since eradication is near impossible the goal
is to manage existing sites known to harbor VLM, reduce the ability of VLM to makes its way further
into the lake from its point of origin and anticipate where it may try and establish itself next.
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